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Last Quarter’s Highlights

EXECUTIVE
PERSPECTIVE

• Above-average volatility prevailed in global financial
markets. An equity market downturn earlier in the year was
followed by a sharp recovery, only to face Brexit uncertainties
and its related turmoil. Offsetting these trends have been
strong bond markets.

Mark Arthur, CEO
marthur@forstrong.com
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elcome to the summer edition of Global
Thinking. We hope you will find it informative
and interesting. Researching global investment
conditions, we wonder what isn’t interesting these days
given the roiling global backdrop — whether involving
domestic politics, geopolitics, or monetary policymaking.
The economic “body of knowledge” accumulated in the
standard text books of the last 50 years or so, finds only
limited application these days it seems. Economic and
monetary policymakers are experimenting with new and
unorthodox measures. These must be anticipated and their
impact assessed. Behavioural swings and extremist political
movements must be anticipated, as well.
Nevertheless, we cannot ignore the various economic and
structural factors that are likely to determine the long-term
landscape for investors. For us, these are the equivalent of
the night lights on an airport landing strip. In the Global
Insights article, Tyler Mordy, President and CIO, shares his
prioritized list of the key factors impacting global financial
markets.
As we opined in previous issues, nations and global
economies are in flux. The Portfolio Update found on page
4 of this publication outlines some of the factors that are
contributing to the current investment climate as well as
our outlook.
Do have you have any questions with respect to our current
investment themes and views? We invite you to contact us.

• Falling interest rates continue to be a dominant theme
… several new all-time records being set in a number of
countries. For example, Swiss 50-year (half-century) bonds
traded at negative yields. Even the biggest and safest bond
market (that of the U.S.) witnessed declining yields (10-year
rates recently as low as 1.36%).
• Canadian equity markets turned in another strong quarter
relative to most other stock markets. Following years of
disappointing results and commodity price pressure, Canada
has experienced a reprieve. However, all long-term trends
experience intermissions, and as such, we expect international
markets to again resume their lead.
• The Canadian dollar (CAD), after plummeting against the
U.S. dollar 19.30% in 2015, recovered 6.7% in the first quarter;
however, registered a flat performance in the second quarter
(down 0.30%). We expect the Canadian Dollar to be rangebound for the foreseeable future.
• Canadian equity markets returned 4.50% over the recent
quarter. Foreign equity markets (MSCI ACWI) logged flat
returns of 0.40% in CAD terms. European equity markets were
negatively affected by the Brexit developments. The MSCI
Europe Index fell 3.20% over the past quarter.
• Fixed-income markets enjoyed another quarter of positive
returns. Canada’s bond market (FTSE TMX Canada Universe
Bond Index) returned 2.62%. U.S. fixed-income markets
(Barclay’s U.S. Aggregate Index) also logged positive returns
of 1.66% in CAD terms.
• Overall, global economic growth remains modest and
mixed. Ongoing developments suggest that financial markets
will continue to experience volatility for some time as markets
remain highly influenced by central bank actions and political
factors.

GLOBAL INSIGHT

Sincerely, Mark Arthur, CEO

Beyond Brexit: Focus on LongTerm Trends

What’s New at Forstrong
We invite you to access our latest Virtual Symposium at
http://bit.ly/1TOq9x0. Viewers of this quarterly on-line
video production will apprise themselves of the current
perspectives of our investment Team on economic and financial market trends as well as pertinent global developments.
Also, please visit our new “Global Thinking” section of our
website (https://www.forstrong.com/global-thinking/) for
all Forstrong interviews, videos and articles. You can also
view regular video updates on topical investment issues
from our Investment Team here.
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Tyler Mordy, President & CIO
tmordy@forstrong.com

B

@tylermordy

ritain has voted to leave the European Union. No one
can be surprised. In fact, the polls were so close, either
outcome would not have been a shock. As usual, popular
perspective is driven by hype. The focus being promoted today,
of course, is an increase in global uncertainties. Fears are being
fanned. That sells newspapers and keeps investors distracted.
Not to be denied is that financial market volatility is high. The
EU has taken a blow. More are likely to come. There are numerous anti-immigrant parties in various European countries that
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are also auguring to leave the EU. Uncertainties with Europe will
continue and anti-populist movements around the world will
gain further traction.
Since 2008, we have argued that post-financial crisis periods
are a different animal. Investors, still carrying crisis-made scar
tissue, tend to cling close to shore. Endless financial crisis fears
prevail — whether US fiscal cliffs, Chinese devaluations, Euro
banking insolvencies and so on.
The narrative keeps shifting but a negative bias lingers and volatility remains elevated. This time has not been different.
All of the above should be viewed opportunistically. During
times of shorter-term uncertainty, it is critical for client portfolios to remain oriented toward longer-running “super trends”
(i.e. a 3 – 5 year view).
In that spirit, consider three that will have an outsized impact on
client returns in future years:

hit to investment, incomes and employment will keep the Bank
of Canada on the dovish side for some time. Meanwhile, Canadians continue to be over-exposed to domestic assets. This is
all going into reverse as Canadians scramble to embrace global
diversification. In fact, Canada is now a creditor to the US for the
first time on record, reflecting Canada’s renewed love affair with
assets south of the border. The stock of US assets held by Canadians in the fourth quarter of 2015 — everything from corporate
acquisitions to portfolio investments — exceeded assets held by
Americans in Canada for the first time since 1990. Expect this
trend to continue.
The Unbearable Lightness of Central Bank Stimulus. Milan
Kundera’s post-modern masterpiece (book) from 1984, “The
Unbearable Lightness of Being,” perfectly captures the human
paradox of lightness and weight. At times, we sense the transient nature of life, recognizing ourselves as mere participants
in a vast unfolding universe. The world feels weightless. Other
times, a heavier hand reminds us of a greater significance. We
tighten our belts, reluctantly conceding an important role in the
grand cosmos. Suddenly, our existence is heavy again. Today
many investors may be experiencing their own existential struggle. On the one hand, global central banks have created a fertile
environment for speculation of all stripes. Quantitative easing
and its monetary offshoots have the effect of tethering interest
rates to zero, coaxing savers and investors further out on the risk
curve. The world’s central bank chariot wheels have not just hit
the ground — they have gone through it and are burrowing deep
into the monetary unknown. More than a quarter of the world’s
population now lives in countries with negative interest rates.

China’s Debt Crash: Waiting For Godot. China’s global image,
assiduously promoted by the world’s ubiquitous bears, is of a
failing economy beset by a collapsing currency, panicked capital
flight by investors, and, as widely advertised, debt levels teetering on the brink of disaster. It cannot be ignored that China has
an eye-watering amount of debt, reaching over 220% of GDP
by the end of 2015. But the fundamental reason behind this
credit surge is rooted in its high savings and banking-centric intermediation system. Chinese households have long been the
primary providers of savings in the economy and their assets
are far larger than liabilities. Thus, viewed from a balance sheet
perspective, the debt situation is much less dire than commonly
Meanwhile, the real
perceived. Further, the
economy—hobbling
critics ignore that most
“If
you
like
everything
in
your
portfolio,
you
are
along at subpar growth
debt has been used for
rates—serves as a soinfrastructure buildup
not adequately diversified”
bering reminder that
rather than funding
we have yet to arrive.
consumption (imagine
To
be
sure,
this
is
a
new
environment
for
investors. Suddenly,
that in any Western country). Comparisons to Japan are also
public policy is a major risk factor for portfolios. Anticipating the
wide off the mark. Japan’s corporate debt-to-asset ratio topped
type of environment policymakers will create can provide useout at 78% in the early 1990s. After a 26-year balance sheet reful signals for the road ahead (note: that’s easier than solving
cession in Japan, Chinese corporates have comparable debt-tothe world’s problems!). Those looking to postwar precedents for
asset ratios.
guidance will surely be disappointed.
Like Vladimir and Estragon waiting endlessly for Godot in SamuFurthermore, the culmination of low interest rates and slow
el Beckett’s play, Chinese pessimists will likely have to wait a very
growth results in a wider set of possible future scenarios. While
long time to witness a China debt crash. But this China debt view
market participants continue to be polarized between extreme
has punished Chinese stocks and have priced in a severe credit
“bullish” and “bearish” views (neither being our core scenario),
crunch. Yet exposures to Chinese assets should be core holdings
portfolio insurance should always be in place. In the words of
in globally balanced portfolios.
financial historian Peter Bernstein, “if you like everything in your
Canada and Justin Trudeau: Can the Son Rise Again? In the last
portfolio, you are not adequately diversified.” That means broad
few years, Canada’s star has fallen and several macro headwinds
global diversification with an emphasis on protecting downside
have surfaced, including a fragile housing market, weak privatemovements.
sector job growth and the end of a multi-year uptrend in comLooking ahead, despite recent events like Brexit, our Investment
modity leadership (notwithstanding the rally in oil this year).
Committee’s outlook has not changed significantly. In fact, it
But now, our newly elected anti-austerity prime minister, Justin
has confirmed our longer running thesis: we continue to live in
Trudeau, has revived hopes that Canada can regain its former
an era of new realities. The best approach for investors is wide
glory, funded in part by “responsible deficits”. While Trudeau’s
global diversification with exposures tilted to longer-running su“sunny ways” have engineered some optimism, the more imporper trends. We remain committed to that investment discipline
tant story for Canada is the ongoing commodity bear market.
to ensure our clients meet their financial objectives.
Politics cannot change that meaningfully. Since oil now accounts
for half of Canada’s production-weighted commodity price inWhat do you think?
dex, the collapse in crude oil prices represents a big downside
Share your thoughts with us on Twitter!
risk to the outlook for business operating profits. The potential
@tylermordy or @ForstrongGlobal
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dramatically and you have to make sure you have the resources.

CLIENT PERSPECTIVE

Who taught you about money?

Howard Mednick
Howard Mednick is a computer systems and database consultant
living in Thornhill. Though still active in his consulting business,
his wife’s Parkinson’s Disease diagnosis has prompted him to
use his business and technology background to help fellow
spouses of patients navigate the challenges of living with this
chronic neurodegenerative disease.
How did you become a technology guy?

My father was not the greatest at managing money and
although my mother was pretty good, she passed away early.
I was always very cautious and my wife was very practical. We
spent money on the basics; most everything beyond that and
some travel and vacations was for saving. We don’t buy a new
car every two years but it’s not as if we were denying ourselves
anything. My wife and I both worked hard and we live very
comfortably. We kept everything within reason and were able
to give our kids all that they needed. Now I rely on my financial
planner because I want someone to manage my money for me.

I took a course in computer programming but my original
degree was in math and economics. In my first job working for
the Ontario government, I found that I was the only one able to
handle the data and computer processing aspects so it became
a bit of my specialty. I just kept doing it and was lucky that this
was the beginning of “big data” and now I do a lot of consulting
work in data management. I call myself a computer proctologist
because I deal with the back end of the computer systems and
even though the front end has changed dramatically, the back
end has not changed as much. When I first started I felt like I
knew everything that there was to know about computers but
now if feel like I know almost nothing.
Tell us about your family’s response to the diagnosis.
After Fern, my wife, was diagnosed two years ago we had
no frame of reference as we knew of no one who was in this
position. We initially moved out of our home to a condo so
that she would not have to deal with stairs but due to the rapid
deterioration in her condition she has since become a resident
at the Baycrest Apotex which is an excellent long-term care
facility in Toronto. Baycrest is a recognized leader in cognitive
neuroscience and geriatric care. They started a mentoring
program a year ago and I was introduced to a mentor who had
gone through a similar thing earlier. We’ve since become the
best of friends and it’s harder to tell who the mentor and who
the mentee is.
How were you able to cope?
I started diarizing and documenting many of the things that
have happened in the past two years; a description of all the
things that have gone on, things that I’ve done and mistakes I’ve
made (I’ve made a lot of them). Then I realized that there was
a growing interest in this problem lately due to demographics.
The baby boom cohort is primed for experiencing these issues
because the incidence of these types of diseases accelerates at
age 60 and then goes exponential. Being a typical technology
guy, I’m not a real talker but I could always write and do
business presentations well. So I turned to a medium I was
familiar with and made my journal entries into a power point
presentation as a guide for those who found themselves in my
position. Baycrest is now developing a presentation based on
my experiences to help others.

Notable Quotes
“ECO N O M I C S I S A S U B J EC T T H AT D O ES
N OT G R EAT LY R ES P EC T O N E’S W I S H ES.”
– N I K I TA K H R U S H C H E V

What is the most important thing that someone in this
circumstance needs to do?
I tell others that they need 5 professionals; a social worker to
guide you through the medical system, a lawyer for powers of
attorney and wills as it’s critical to get all of the paperwork
in order, an accountant because of the tax implications with
regards to the cost of medical treatments, a real estate agent
because you have to make a move when you can’t do the
stairs and maintain a big house any more, and good a financial
planner to integrate everything because your world changes
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Some selected investment shifts and themes that describe our current
strategies are highlighted next.
Income, Income, Income! With interest rates at 5,000-year lows in
some regions of the world, we continue to bias all holdings to higher
income wherever possible and with reasonable risk. Interest-income
scarcity remains an enduring theme that we continue to emphasize.
In an effort to circumvent NIRP policies, we are scouring the world for
higher yield.

Forstrong Investment Committee
Wilfred Hahn (Global Strategic Advisor & CCO)
Mark Arthur (CEO)
Tyler Mordy (President & CIO)
Ken Hawkins (Research Manager)

Current Portfolio Strategy

P

rivate investors continue to view the financial and geopolitical
environment cautiously. Extremist politics, upcoming elections,
disgruntled citizen groups, and the possibility of a E.U. break-up
are some of the newspaper headlines fanning the flames of discontent.
Minding risk is prudent. But for various reasons, as we must explain,
this is a frustrating and trying task given the current global policy
environment.
A most important endeavor of investors indeed is to ascertain the
price of risk. Financial environments do change and inevitably there
will be times of market downturns and volatility. These are realities
that investors and asset managers must never overlook. Yet, when
such times do approach, advance alerts are rarely popular. Usually
unjustifiably, the messenger tends to be shot. However, history and our
experience of nearly four decades in global financial markets confirms
that complacency with respect to heightening risks is never rewarded.
In the end, clients have always thanked us for remaining clear-eyed.
An environment that demands alerts is clearly unfolding. But here
enters the “frustrating and trying task” cited earlier. Discerning the
exact “when” of consequence is subject to at least two unknowns.
Firstly, markets do succumb to optimistic irrationality at times; the
extent of which by definition cannot be forecast. Secondly, the rational
expectations of market participants and policymakers evolves. New
thresholds in policy extremes are broached; and this most certainly is
reflected in the new adventurism of monetary policy around the globe.
As such, we view global financial affairs cautiously. But, we must remain
balanced analysts of the new era of heterodox policies. Central banks
have been enormously interventionist this past decade. By some
counts, there have been over 900 interest rate cuts over that period.
Wide-spread negative interest rate policies (known as NIRP) contort
the performances of financial assets. To many, taking on more risk is
preferable than accepting a negative interest rate.
Even as risks are increasing, central banks have available new and
powerful techniques. They continue to remain key actors whose actions
must be anticipated. With global economic growth rates still well below
pre-crisis levels, monetary policymakers are very attuned to downside
risks. They will prefer to err on the side of caution and over-stimulus.
Pressures are mounting to introduce “helicopter money” policies
(though these may yet take some time to come to fruition).

Asset Mix Shifts: Broadly Diversified. Cash levels remain neutral.
Fixed-income allocations have been again raised, though remaining
modestly underweight and shortening duration. If interest rates were
not so ultra-low and central banks not so punishing of cash investors,
our asset mix biases would be traditionally conservative. Our asset mix
nevertheless remains reasonably diversified, and therefore, suited for
above-average market volatility.
Seizing Advantage of Anomalies. The rare occurrence of equity market
dividend yields being much higher than interest rate levels continues.
Therefore, equity exposure remains modestly overweight despite
heightening valuations. Also, unusual, is that the government bonds
of the U.S. have a higher yield than 85% of all government bonds in
the world. As such, we have biased our fixed-income allocations to U.S.
bonds.
Regional Preferences Europe and Asia. Even as market exposure is
overweight relative to our benchmarks, the equity allocation to the U.S.
has been reduced to a further underweight. Exposures to Europe, Asia
and selected emerging markets are overweight. Allocations to Canadian
equities, following their strong outperformance year-to-date, have
been reduced to a neutral position.
Opportunity Strategies. Of the holdings in this category, current
strategies emphasize selected emerging markets equities (including
India, China and others), frontier markets, emerging market localcurrency and USD bonds, and higher-yield investments. All portfolios
have an allocation to this opportunity set of holdings.
Currency Trends. We are cautious on the yen versus the U.S. dollar. We
expect that the Canadian dollar (CAD) will remain in a trading range of
$0.70 to $0.80 to the U.S. dollar having rallied sharply this year. As such,
USD hedges have been removed.
The objective of our ETF Managed Portfolio strategies is to achieve
stable, positive returns over the long-term without assuming excessive
risk. We believe that the best approach in today’s atypical investment
climate is to build portfolios that are globally diversified across many
asset types, informed by a concerted focus upon a variety of common
and unique risk factors.

What does this mean for investors? Eyes wide open. This means we
recognize the rising risks. At the same time, we must give credence to
other new and extenuating circumstances which can extend market
trends astonishingly for a time longer.
We continue to counsel investors to expect increasing and high volatility.
Nevertheless, we are still forecasting long-term portfolio returns to be
significantly above cash returns. That expressly means that one must
expect low returns with high volatility. That’s what is on offer — lower
returns over time with higher volatility. The alternative is a guaranteed
negative “real” return. Decisions must be based on transparently
factual information. As is always the case, securities portfolio returns
are random over the short-term and can be highly variable for any given
year.
Portfolio Update is published by Forstrong Global Asset Manangement Inc., a manager of global, diversified portfolios for private clients and institutions in Canada, the U.S. and offshore primarily
using Exchange Traded Funds (ETFs). This document is being made available for educational purposes only and should not be used for any other purpose. The information contained herein does
not constitute and should not be construed as an offering of advisory services or an offer to sell or solicitation to buy any securities or related financial instruments in any jurisdiction. Certain information contained herein concerning financial and economic trends are based on or derived from information provided by independent third-party sources. Forstrong believes that the sources
from which such information has been obtained are reliable; however, it cannot guarantee the accuracy of such information and has not independently verified the accuracy or completeness of
such information or the assumptions on which such information is based. Any opinions expressed in this document are based on current analysis of market events and circumstances and are
subject to change.
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